
 

Guillermou

War against the genocidal, those who go against freedom, against the mandates KA-BOOM! DESANTIS &

LADAPO FOR THE WIN! "WE ARE ABSOLUTELY GOING TO HOLD THESE VACCINE MANUFACTURERS

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADVERSE EFFECTS AND HARMS OF THESE VACCINES, THEY LIED!"; BOOM,

BOOM, BOOM! Our Florida study shows increased adverse activity from the shot, we want accountability!

palexander.substack.com/p/ka-boom-desantis-and-ladapo-for-the?utm_sour..  (12/07/2022) .----------------

-------------------------- WE WANT ACCOUNTABILITY!: Characters who should never have directed health in

the US.

5 TAKEAWAYS FROM FAUCI’S DEPOSITION IN SOCIAL MEDIA CENSORSHIP LAWSUIT The 446-page

transcript, released Monday, of Dr. Anthony Fauci’s deposition in a lawsuit alleging he and other Biden

administration o�cials colluded with tech companies to censor social media content raises questions

about Fauci’s involvement in orchestrating an o�cial, government-sanctioned COVID-19 narrative.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-deposition-social-me..  (12/06/2022) -------------

CONGRESS SET TO END MILITARY COVID VACCINE MANDATE, NO SIGN BIDEN WILL VETO The U.S.

House of Representatives is expected to vote later this week to rescind the Pentagon’s COVID-19 vaccine

mandate, after Republican lawmakers threatened to withhold votes for the $858 billion National Defense

Authorization Act (NDAA) unless the bill included removal of the mandate.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/united-states-pentagon-covid-vacci..  (12/07/2022)
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juststeve

Gui, the seamless nature of the unholy alliance between our Gov't & other Gov't across the Globe with

Legacy Media, the High-Tech keepers of sanctioned allowed information and so much more has been

exposed in Spades with the Covid Circus. As all already exposed gets addressed, more gets exposed

leading to stopping future efforts in their tracks. Not to be confused as stopped forever and ever but

stopped as to be watched to stop such behavior before it starts again if possible.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Guillermou

Yes, Just, we are facing a very powerful deep state. If Americans needed any more proof that 'liberty'

is under full attack by a shadowy group of would-be tyrants posing as 'government' here in America,

we get it from this new story in Project Veritas reporting on a recently leaked document provided to by

an FBI whistleblower showing how every day Americans are seen as 'potential domestic terrorists'

because of very common symbols that may be on the items of clothing they wear, phrases they may

use and more. Literally putting a huge government target on the backs of American citizens for us to

simply express our opinions and knowledge of history, this Project Veritas story and that FBI

document remind us of this August 2013 story by Michael Snyder in The Truth Wins titled "72 Types of

Americans Listed as 'Potential Terrorists' in O�cial Government Documents."

allnewspipeline.com/Remember_The_Govt_List_72_Different_Types_Of_Ameri..  (2022)
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I.M5384

Tess link = rumble.com/v1p5vzp-isolation-camps-in-new-york-tessa-lena-talks-to-att..   The attorney

brought up that many refused to assist her. It was a ''shut-up and wait for ppl to get detained /w out due

process'' (a form of tomb-stone technology. where ppl sustain damages for action to happen. It's a bunch

of Kim (38-north) copy-cats bills / rules on this abduction / parental right bill (# A9963 ). Maybe these 2

bills are distractions to take attention away from the real bills. This parental rights bill has a strong

possibility to get kids hooked on drugs w/ out parental knowledge. So much for the ''DARE'' program.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

rrealrose

Yes distract everyone giving a window of opportunity for horrendous bills get entered, then passed

without most even being aware of their existence. Precisely why a parallel system is so important.

Would or could take forever to ferret out all the special interest and nefarious paragraphs inserted into

bills passed in the past 15 - 20 years. Lacking a watchdog news media, existing system is better left

alone, to crumble under its own weight.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

To me, this sounds like the time of the "inquisitions" that the Roman Catholic Church imposed during their

Dark Ages and Counter Reformation. They removed people from their homes , for the reasons only the

RCC knew, never to be seen again. Then their property/belongings were seized by the RCC. I say this

because these practices have not gone away.
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Mmmarsha71

New York ruling nutjobs have went insane along with Commiefornia

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

brianallen1

I was about to write that nearly every bad idea and loss of freedom originates from California or New

York. If evil people can get something started and not stopped there, it can spread to the rest of the

country. It has been the model and has worked quite well for decades.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Jackaroni

I like "Commiefornia" !

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Segstar

New Dork?
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Lee1959

I really have ask, what is the draw to living in New York, or Chicago, or Mpls.or LA Why? They all stink

to high heaven. Why would you put your lungs in jeopardy for the crazy draw of the cities. They are all

sh@tholes. You all have to know that?

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

brianallen1

NYC the city that never sleeps. Neither do meth addicts.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

juststeve

Not coming to a town near you, most likely already near a town near you. First heard of containment

camps all of ten years ago, if not longer. Supposedly for the Fear Porn Boogieman of the Day. Seems it

may have been terrorist. If this was/is true, the basics have already been in place, waiting for the Fix that

Fits. Honestly at the time I had thought it was most likely tin foil hat territory. Wow, now it's hard not to

wonder what other Sneaky Pete Scheme they have sitting in dark shadows. Common through nearly any

sources covering these outrages the underlining theme is it violates the Constitution, the Bill of Rights.

Protect the Constitution, the Bill of Rights and we are protecting Common Decency, just common human

rights whether expressed in the Bill of Rights or not. It is more than apparent despite our many �aws, the

Constitution and the Bill of Rights properly administered are a �rewall stopping the Monster and its never-

ending hunger devouring all including in the end - itself. Another thank you for Tessa. It's said the problem

with Freedom is you don't know what it is until you lose it. Tessa can testify she knows having come from

little to no freedom, once tasting its sweetness, she is very aware of what freedom is.
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Guillermou

The terrible reality, JUST, is that several Executive Orders associated with FEMA suspend the

Constitution and the Bill of Rights. The Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA is actually a

covert government with far more power than any other agency in this country. FEMA documents

describe large-scale rural isolation and quarantine operations; how to recruit compliant americans to

help jail dissidents . The Rural Home Preparedness Consortium Organization (RDPC), a division of

FEMA and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) that was formed in 2004, develops a training

program for "individuals or stakeholders in small, rural, and tribal emergencies " to perform

emergency remediation in case of a “crisis”.

FEMA can seize people, detain them without a warrant, deny phone calls to lawyers or loved ones,

take away their homes, food and vehicles, without any trial or judges involved. FEMA can temporarily

freeze the Constitution. If there were to be a nuclear war, or an EMP attack, or, say, a (media-touted)

pandemic, FEMA can function by circumventing the authority of Congress and increasing the capacity

of its 800 prison camps across the United States, some of which they are currently fully-staffed,

heavily guarded and holding prisoners. Most of these concentration camps consist of various forti�ed

structures, barbed wire fences, and can hold a population of 20,000 prisoners.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Guillermou

620 / 5.000 Resultados de traduccin Resultados de traduccin From old airports and prisons to military

bases, World War II Japanese detention camps, and railway facilities, most of these Nazi-style camps

are fully operational right now and ready to receive prisoners. What kind of prisoners you ask? Those

who are not going to get the Covid vaccines. newspunch.com/list-of-every-known-fema-camp-and-

their-locations-�nd-y..  .--- newstarget.com/2021-08-19-fema-documents-isolation-quarantine-round-

up..  .--- steverotter.com/concentration-camps-for-the-unvaccinated  .----
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juststeve

Direct hit Gui. It has been a while but you are right it all revolved around FEMA and using that agency

to implement all kinds of lockdown, lockout behavior. A big thank you for the memory jog.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

brianallen1

And this agency has announced that a certain military base in Colorado can contain 200,000 civilians.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

brianallen1

This agency was formed under Smiling Jimmy (Carter) as a response to natural disasters such as

hurricanes. What a great cover. Just ask the people who were poisoned by their free mobile home

trailer how that worked out for them. What I don't understand is why they would be targeting the most

heavily armed people who have had their limit of tyranny. If they do, there will be a LOT of collateral

damage. Maybe they will go after the most impoverished people with the least implements.
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SWIZZLE

Ideally, this would wake many people up to their shredded sovereignty and the need to reclaim their power.
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DebbyW

Except the main stream news never reports it, so people don't know what's happening. Until it's too

late.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

ash3743

For Florida  www.amfreedomii.com/RemoveForcedVaccineAuthority

 Posted On 12/09/2022

 

dimetrodon

This is disgusting! The NY idiots reelected the tyrant, Hochul. Of course the mainstream press would not

report this story about the covid camps.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Country_Me

How could anyone in their right mind regardless of the party they are in vote New York Governor Hochul

back in after that horrible evil regulation she supports to lock certain people up for whatever reason they

want to. It's beyond words the people that don't care about what's going on, what could happen, what is

happening.
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brianallen1

It matters not who votes. It only matters who counts the votes.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Jackaroni

This is just an excuse to imprison people without just cause.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

Jackaroni

Anyone who thinks that isolation camps or quarantines are a good idea, check out what is happening in

China.

 Posted On 12/08/2022

 

versatile

Therapy may help them: Understand their experience. Understand how sympathetic behavior toward their

captors was a survival skill. Learn how they can move forward with their lives. If they have symptoms,

their healthcare provider may prescribe medications to help them sleep or reduce their anxiety or

depression. Stockholm Syndrome (Or they could just wear a mask)
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